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Abstract

Sports organizations, Hollywood studios and TV-channel providers
grant satellite and cable networks exclusive rights to televise their
matches, movies and media contents. The common view is that ex-
clusive distribution prevents the viewers from watching attractive pro-
grams, and that the TV-distributors don�t need to compete with prices
when they o¤er di¤erent contents. Exclusive distribution reduces di-
versity and increases prices.
This paper challenges the common view. Exclusive distribution

may give providers of contents incentives to invest in higher quality,
and also force competitors to reduce prices. Regulatory intervention
may harm all viewers, including those that are excluded.
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1 Introduction

DirecTV is the leading satellite TV distributor in the US. It has acquired the

television rights to the NFL Sunday Ticket, the most popular sports program

in the country. The rights are exclusive. The competing Dish Network can

therefore not distribute the NFL matches to their subscribers.

Not only sports organizations, but also Hollywood studios and even com-

plete TV-channels routinely grant exclusive rights to their matches, movies

and media contents. The common view is that exclusive distribution harms

the viewers. It prevents some people from watching certain programs. And

those who can watch will have to pay higher prices since exclusivity reduces

rival distributors�ability to compete.

The common view overlooks an important aspect, however. I will present

casual evidence for a positive association between programs of high quality

and exclusive distribution in the TV-market. My theoretical analysis suggests

two reasons for this relationship. One reason is that the distributors only

demand exclusive rights for programs with a strong e¤ect on demand, ie

programs of high quality. The other reason is that exclusive distribution

encourages the producers of programs to invest in high quality.

Banning exclusive distribution therefore reduces investment incentives

and leads to lower quality. As quality is reduced, the competing distributors

are free to increase their prices. Regulatory intervention may thus harm all

viewers, including those that are excluded.

Exclusive distribution and competition Comparing the frequency of

exclusive relations in di¤erent markets provides some information about the

causes and consequences of exclusive distribution. A �rst observation is that

exclusive relations coexist with competition, and that they may even be more
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common in more competitive markets.

In Sweden, for instance, the satellites often carry channels with exclusive

rights, while cable networks typically do not. Tables 1a-b summarize this

pattern. Distributors are indicated as columns, channels as rows and �

indicates that the distributor carries the channel.1

Viasat C. D.
Movies
TV1000 ×
Canal+ ×
Hallmark × ×
TCM × ×
Sports
Via. Sport ×
Eurosport ×
 General
TV3 ×
Kanal 5 ×

Table 1a: Distribution of channels
by Swedish satellite operators

ComHem UPC C. D. Tele2
Movies
TV1000 × × ×
Canal+ × × × ×
Hallmark × × × ×
TCM × × × ×
Sports
Via. Sport × × × ×
Eurosport × × × ×
General
TV3 × × × ×
Kanal 5 × × × ×

Table 1b: Distribution of TVchannels by Swedish cable
operators

It seems implausible that the cable households demand more variety than

the satellite households, and the satellites do have the capacity to broadcast

more channels than today. The explanation is more likely a di¤erence in the

competitive pressure. Satellites reach all households in a wide geographical

area. They compete head-on, since most parabolic dishes can receive the

signals from all satellites that cover them. Cable networks rely on economies

of density, and typically only one network serves any local area.2

The Swedish experience is especially revealing since satellites and cable

networks do not compete with each other. This segmentation is con�rmed

1This information was collected from the companies�web sites in September 2005. None
of the channels in the table are a¤ected by must-carry obligations.

2Radio and TV Act Commission (2005).
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in antitrust market de�nitions,3 although a common market for distribution

may soon emerge, eg as a result of digitalization.4

The US satellite operator DirecTV has acquired exclusive rights to the

NFL Sunday Ticket. As described in Table 2, DirecTV does not only exclude

the Dish Network, but also the cable networks.5

DirecTV Dish Network Cable networks
NFL ×
MLB, NBA, NHL × ×
Local sports events × × ×

Table 2: Distribution of sports events by US satellite and cable operators.

This di¤erence between the US and Sweden may be explained by di¤er-

ences in competition. The convergence to a single market has occurred more

rapidly in the US than in Europe: satellites are already eating into tradi-

tional cable areas. DirecTV�s marketing even indicates that they now view

cable as a more important competitor than the Dish Network.6 A recent

antitrust market de�nition con�rms this picture.7

Exclusive distribution and quality A second observation is that exclu-

sive distribution rights are more common for programs of high quality. This

observation is in line with the common view.

Swedish satellites only acquire exclusive rights to the high quality movie

channels such as Canal+ and TV1000, but not the basic (and cheaper) movie

channels such as Hallmark and TCM.

3See MSG Media Service and Nordic Satellite Distribution.
4See Telia/Telenor and Telenor/Canal+/Canal Digital.
5http://www.rapidsatellite.com/cable_dtv.aspx
6http://www.rapidsatellite.com/cable_dtv.aspx
7See US v. Echostar.
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American sports packages, such as MLB Extra Innings, NBA League

Pass, and NHL on the Ice, appear both on DirecTV and the Dish Network,

but not on the cable networks. Local sports events, on the other hand, are

not exclusive at all.

Previous literature The previous literature does not help us understand

the causes and consequences of this pattern of exclusive relations. A large

part of the literature examines whether dominant �rms can pro�tably use

exclusionary provisions to deter future entry and to foreclose competition

completely.8

But exclusive distribution coexists with competition in the TV-market.

We must therefore also study the determinants and e¤ects of exclusive dis-

tribution when there are multiple distributors. Then, the parties at risk of

being excluded are present in the market, and they have the opportunity

themselves to bid for non-exclusive �or even exclusive �rights.

Armstrong (1999) demonstrates that exclusive rights arouse �erce bidding

competition between the distributors. The competition for viewers injects

a preemption motive into the bidding contest. As a result, the producers

of programs have strong incentives to sell exclusive rights. According to

Armstrong�s analysis they will always do so.

But exclusive contracts are not universally employed: their frequency

varies with competition and quality. Armstrong�s result partly derives from

assuming that the producer has all the bargaining power. The producer

can, for instance, unilaterally commit to o¤er exclusive rights. Armstrong�s

analysis also overlooks the loss of advertising revenues caused by exclusive

8See for example Bork (1978), Posner (2001), Aghion & Bolton (1987), Rasmusen,
Ramseyer & Shepard (1991), Segal & Whinston (2000) and Fumagalli & Motta (2005).
Also the applied part of Bernheim & Whinston (1998) takes this perspective.
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distribution.

It is well-known that exclusive contracts may serve pro-competitive ends.

Segal and Whinston (2000b) demonstrate that exclusive contracts can en-

courage investments in for example quality by protecting the gains against

opportunistic hold-up.

But their analysis does not explain why the quality of TV-programs is

positively related to exclusive distribution. By granting a distributor exclu-

sive rights, the producer appropriates a smaller share of the gains from trade,

and thus a smaller share of the value of any investments to increase the qual-

ity of the channel. The producer invests less in quality when a distributor is

granted exclusive rather than non-exclusive rights.

Purpose The �rst question is why and when distributors and producers

of TV agree on exclusive distribution. I am particularly interested in the

role of quality, and to study this issue when there are competing distributors

bidding for distribution rights.

I use a bargaining model with a single producer and two distributors,

taking turns at proposing bilateral contracts. Contracts must specify a price

and, possibly, an exclusionary provision.9 A variant of the model allows for

vertical integration which is common in the industry.

The model also allows for advertising, assuming that a TV-channel�s ad-

vertising revenues increase with the number of viewers. Similarly, Hollywood

studios collect revenues from product placements, and sports organizations

collect revenues from advertisements placed directly on the arenas.

The second question is what the consequences of banning exclusive dis-

tribution would be. The common view suggests that a ban would bene�t the

9This model is closely related to Bernheim & Whinston�s (1998) analysis of exclusive
dealing, but with important di¤erences as explained below.
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viewers. My concern is that a ban might reduce the quality of the programs.

There is after all a positive association between exclusive distribution and

high quality.

The model assumes that it is the producer who determines the quality of

the programs. The investments are made before the negotiations with the

distributors start. A TV-channel may for instance enter into long-term con-

tracts with producers of high quality programs, such as Hollywood studios

and sports organizations, or it may invest in high quality in-house produc-

tion facilities. Also sports organizations invest in quality, by adapting their

games to make themselves attractive to the TV-viewers (Baran, 2006). Ex-

amples include moving games to awkward times of day to satisfy television

schedules, and pro teams moving to better markets. The question is how

these investments a¤ect the subsequent negotiations with the distributors.

The results are summarized in a non-technical way in the concluding

remarks.

2 Competition for Viewers

The model has three components. First, the (single) producer determines

the quality of its only channel. Second, the producer negotiates with the

two distributors over distribution rights. Third, the distributors compete for

viewers.

The analysis takes the reverse order. In this section, I discuss the compe-

tition for viewers, and show how the distributors�subscription revenues and

the channel�s advertising revenues depend on the form of distribution.

Subscription revenues A distributor�s pro�t is its subscription revenues

minus the price paid for the channel. All other costs are normalized to zero.
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For simplicity, I assume the price of the channel to be lump-sum, and thus

�xed when the distributors compete for viewers.10

At the outset both distributors already have distribution rights to some

(un-modelled) channels. They bundle their channels, and charge a subscrip-

tion fee for their packages as a whole. An individual channel is a quality of

the package. In reality, the distributors also sell channels separately. The

viewers will still view the o¤ers as packages, the only quali�cation being

that each viewer has to construct his or her own optimal package for each

distributor.

The intensity of competition between the distributors is determined by

horizontal di¤erentiation. High di¤erentiation may re�ect the cost of con-

necting to a distant cable network. Low di¤erentiation may re�ect the ease

of switching between satellites. Horizontal di¤erentiation may also re�ect the

viewers�di¤erent preferences over di¤erences in the channel packages o¤ered

by the distributors at the outset.

Competition is also shaped by the distribution rights to the channel dis-

cussed here. All viewers would value any distributor�s package higher if the

channel is included.

These features are described well by the Hotelling model. Viewers are

uniformly distributed over a line of length one, and the distributors are lo-

cated at the extremes of this line. A viewer located at x subscribing to

distributor d, receives a surplus CSd = vd � t jx� xdj � fd, where fd is the

subscription fee, and the so-called transportation cost, t, measures horizontal

di¤erentiation. A distributor only carrying its original channels faces a low

willingness to pay, vd = v. A distributor also carrying the cannel discussed

10Armstrong provides some evidence for the use of lump-sum prices, including the foot-
ball Premier League in the UK. Harbord & Ottaviani (2001) extend Armstrong�s analysis
to per-subscriber fees.
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here faces a higher willingness to pay, vd = v + �, where � > 0 measures the

quality of the channel.

The derivation of the equilibrium follows standard calculations. A viewer

located at x prefers distributor 1 if CS1 � CS2 and, thus, the demand for

distributor d is given by qd = 1=2 + (vd � vd0) =2t + (fd0 � fd) =2t. The dis-

tributor sets the subscription fee to maximize its subscription revenues fdqd.

The equilibrium fees are given by fd = t+ (vd � vd0) =3, and the equilibrium

subscription revenues are given by fdqd = (t+ (vd � vd0) =3)2 =2t.

It is assumed that the quality of the channel is su¢ ciently modest (� � 3t)

to preclude that exclusive rights would force the competitor out of business.

The consumers�willingness to pay is assumed to be su¢ ciently high for the

market to be covered (v � 3t=2).

The equilibrium subscription revenues depend on the distribution rights

to the channel. Let sne denote the subscription revenues in case of non-

exclusive rights, se+ the revenues of an distributor with exclusive rights, and

se� the revenues of an excluded distributor. Then,

sne =
t

2
; (1)

se+ =
(t+ �=3)2

2t
; (2)

se� =
(t� �=3)2

2t
: (3)

As one would expect, se+ > sne > se�.

The aggregate subscription revenues are always higher when there is ex-

clusive distribution, ie se+ + se� = t + �2

9t
> t = 2sne. The reason is that

the value of the quality is completely competed away under non-exclusive

distribution. Notice that: The distributors� gain in aggregate subscription

revenues from exclusive distribution is higher the higher the quality of the
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channel and the more intense competition is.

Advertising revenues The producer�s pro�t is the sum of advertising

revenues and the revenues from selling distribution rights, less the cost of

producing the TV-channel. The cost is independent of the number of viewers.

The producer�s advertising revenues are assumed to be proportional to the

number of viewers. Let � be the advertising revenues per viewer. With non-

exclusive rights all viewers have access to the channel. Then, the producer�s

advertising revenues are given by

ane = �: (4)

With exclusive rights the number of viewers are qe+ = 1=2 + �=6t, and the

producer�s advertising revenues are given by

ae = � (1 + �=3t) =2: (5)

The producer loses advertising revenues by granting exclusive rights,

ae � ane = �� (1� �=3t) =2. Notice that: The producer�s loss of advertis-

ing revenues by granting exclusive rights is smaller the higher the quality of

the channel and the more intense competition is.

Total revenues From an industry point of view, the form of distribution

can thus be seen as a trade-o¤between subscription revenues and advertising

revenues. The total industry revenues (subscription + advertising) are higher

with non-exclusive distribution when the quality of the program is low, but

higher with exclusive distribution when the quality is high.

The same qualitative result is obtained in other models of oligopolistic
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competition such as linear Bertrand and Cournot, as discussed below.

Consumer welfare The welfare of a viewer located at x, subscribing to

distributor d, is given by CSd = (2vd + vd0) =3� t� t jx� xdj.

All viewers prefer non-exclusive carriage rights under all circumstances, ie

both CS1 and CS2 are increasing in both v1 and v2. Exclusive rights imply

that some viewers will not have access to the channel. Even though the

excluded distributor will charge a lower price than otherwise, the net e¤ect

is negative. Viewers with access to the channel will have to pay a higher

price than they would have paid in case of non-exclusivity.

Taking into account the endogenous nature of distribution rights and

quality, will change these conclusions.

3 Bargaining for Distribution Rights

Before any of the distributors has acquired distribution rights to the channel,

they both earn the same (continuos time) �ow of subscription revenues, s.

In the Hotelling model, s = sne. An exclusive distributor earns revenue �ow

se+ > s and the competitor earns revenue �ow se� < s. If both distributors

carry the channel, they will both earn the intermediate revenue �ow se� <

sne < se+.

The producer�s advertising revenue �ow is a at the outset, and it is ae or

ane, once the channel is sold with exclusive or non-exclusive rights. Since the

widest possible dissemination of the channel guarantees the highest possible

advertising revenues, a � ae � ane.

The negotiation is modeled as a standard extensive form bargaining game

with alternating o¤ers. Time is divided into short periods. In each period

nature selects (with equal probabilities) one of the three �rms to suggest
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a bilateral contract. If the producer is selected, the producer must also

decide on which of the two distributors to make an o¤er. A contract speci�es

whether the right is exclusive, as well as a price. After signing a non-exclusive

contract with one of the distributors, the producer continues to negotiate

about non-exclusive rights also with the remaining buyer.

I focus on symmetric Markov perfect equilibria. The restriction to Markov

strategies means that a �rm suggests the same contract in every period, inde-

pendent of the history of bids in the bargaining game. Symmetry implies that

the two distributors suggest the same contract. Symmetry also means that

the producer proposes the same contract to the two distributors, selecting

the two distributors with equal probability in every period.

First, I analyze equilibria with both the producer and the distributors

proposing exclusive rights. Then I consider equilibria with both sides propos-

ing non-exclusive rights. Finally, I show that no equilibria prescribe the buy-

ers and the producer to propose di¤erent types of distribution rights. The

technical details of the analysis are presented in Appendix A.

3.1 Exclusive rights

Consider �rst equilibria prescribing all parties to propose exclusive rights.

The negotiations will then be concerned with the identity of the buyer, and

the price to be paid. Also the prices are (continuous-time) �ows.

All parties are selected to make an o¤er with equal probability. In a

symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium, both buyers suggest the same price

�e whenever given the opportunity to make an o¤er, and the producer always

asks for the same price �e, selecting the two buyers with equal probability.

When the time between o¤ers is short, the buyers and the producer o¤er

(approximately) the same price, �e = �e = bpe. The key feature of this
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equilibrium is the �erce "bidding competition" between the two buyers. The

price is forced up to the level where the distributors are indi¤erent between

acquiring the exclusive rights and the competitor acquiring the rights. Thus,

In an equilibrium with exclusive rights the equilibrium price is

bpe = se+ � se�: (6)

The proof is relegated to Appendix A.1.1.

This result extends the results in the literature on auctions with negative

externalities (see e.g. Katz & Shapiro, 1986, Jehiel & Moldovanu, 1996 and

Bernheim & Whinston, 1998) to a bargaining framework. Notice also that

this price is determined by the "outside option," which is to sell exclusive

rights to the other distributor, rather than the "inside option," which is the

revenue �ows while bargaining.

Existence In order for the producer and the buyers not to deviate from

the equilibrium and propose non-exclusive rights, it is required that exclusive

rights lead to a higher joint revenue for the two contracting parties. With

exclusive rights the two parties earn ae + se+. With non-exclusive rights

they earn ane + bpne + sne, where bpne is the equilibrium price of non-exclusive

rights, that the producer would receive from the second distributor. Thus:

An exclusive rights equilibrium exists if, and only if,

ae + se+ � ane + bpne + sne: (7)

The proof is relegated to Appendix A.1.1.
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3.2 Non-exclusive rights

Consider next equilibria prescribing all parties to propose non-exclusive rights.

The negotiations then primarily concern the price.

Second agreement After signing a non-exclusive agreement with one of

the distributors the producer continues to bargain with the remaining dis-

tributor. Such a subgame is a standard Rubinstein-Ståhl bargaining game.

During this time the �rst buyer is a de facto exclusive distributor, and the

two negotiating parties�revenues are se� and ae. The remaining 2�nd buyer

will immediately gain rights, paying the price, bpne2 , which splits the surplus
equally. Since the 2�nd distributor�s surplus is (sne � bpne2 )� se� and the pro-
ducer�s additional surplus is (ane + bpne2 ) � ae, the 2�nd distributor�s price is
given by bpne2 = (sne � se�) =2� (ane � ae) =2.

First agreement Prior to any agreements, the producer negotiates with

both distributors. All parties are selected to make an o¤er with equal proba-

bility. Symmetric Markov perfection prescribes both buyers to o¤er the same

price �ne whenever given the opportunity to make an o¤er, and the producer

to always asks for �ne whenever selected to bid, selecting each of the two

buyers with equal probability.

When the time between o¤ers is short, the buyers and the producer o¤er

(approximately) the same price, �ne = �ne = bpne1 . The price agreed in the
�rst contract is determined by the signing distributor�s outside option, which

is simply to become the second distributor to sign a contract. The two prices

must therefore be the same, bpne1 = bpne2 . The subscript is henceforth omitted.
Thus, In an equilibrium with non-exclusive rights the equilibrium price will
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be bpne = �sne � se�� =2� (ane � ae) =2: (8)

The proof is relegated to Appendix A.1.2.

The main point is that with non-exclusive rights, the distributors do not

have to compete. The buyer and the producer will split the bilateral surplus

equally, the bilateral surplus being the increase in the two parties�revenues

by trading with each other, taking the (possibly expected) other contract as

given.11

Existence In order for the producer and the buyers not to deviate from

the equilibrium and propose exclusive rights, it is required that non-exclusive

rights lead to a higher joint revenue for the �rst two contracting parties. With

exclusive rights the two parties earn ae+se+. With non-exclusive rights they

earn ane + bpne + sne. Thus: A non-exclusive rights equilibrium exists if, and

only if,

ae + se+ � ane + bpne + sne: (9)

This condition is the reverse of the condition for exclusive distribution. The

proof is relegated to Appendix A.1.2.

3.3 Bilateral E¢ ciency

Equilibria prescribing the producer and the distributors to propose di¤erent

types of contract do not exist (generically). The reason is that both the

producer and the distributors must propose the rights maximizing the sum

of revenues of the two contracting parties. Thus: The channel will be sold

11This result is similar to previous results on bilateral contracting in a market with
externalities (see Björnerstedt & Stennek, 2005).
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with exclusive rights, if

se+ � sne � (ane � ae) + bpne; (10)

and with non-exclusive rights otherwise. The proof is relegated to Appendix

A.1.3.

The left-hand side of condition (10) is the distributor�s willingness to pay

extra for exclusive rather than non-exclusive rights, ie the value of excluding

the rival. The right-hand side is the producer�s reservation price for providing

exclusivity, ie the foregone revenues due to exclusivity.

This is closely related to Binmore�s (1987) result that (with two parties)

a negotiating party always proposes to maximize the size of the pie to be

shared.

Commitment - A comparison with Armstrong If the producer could

commit to contractual form, rather than to negotiate it, the producer would

always sell the channel with exclusive rights. The producer�s total revenues

is given by ane + 2bpne when selling non-exclusive rights, and ae + bpe when
selling exclusive rights. Note that ae + bpe � ane + 2bpne, since se+ � sne. The
reason is the intense bidding competition aroused by exclusive rights.

This result replicates Armstrong�s result, but it also extends it since

the producer prefers exclusive rights independent of how much the adver-

tising revenues would have increased with increased dissemination of the

TV-channel.

Given this preference for exclusive contracts, one may wonder why the

producer proposes non-exclusive contracts in the equilibrium of the bargain-

ing game. The reason why it is not pro�table for the producer to propose

exclusive rights is that a buyer�s willingness to pay for exclusivity is rela-
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tively small when it expects also the competitor to only ask for non-exclusive

rights.

E¢ ciency - A comparison with Bernheim and Whinston In case

the channel is sold with exclusive rights, aggregate industry revenue is given

by ae+se++se�, while in case of non exclusive rights, it is given by ane+2sne.

Thus, exclusive rights maximize aggregate industry revenues if, and only if,

(se+ � sne) � (sne � se�) + (ane � ae). It follows immediately that: The

channel is sold with exclusive rights despite non-exclusive rights maximizing

aggregate industry revenues, if

1

2

��
sne � se�

�
+ (ane � ae)

�
� se+ � sne <

�
sne � se�

�
+ (ane � ae) : (11)

In all other cases the equilibrium maximizes aggregate industry revenue (and

pro�t).

The reason why the equilibrium may be ine¢ cient, from an industry point

of view, is that all contracts are bilateral and expose externalities on the third

party. Since the producer contracts with both parties when the channel is

sold with non-exclusive rights, part of the externality is internalized. Had

the equilibrium price for the second buyer of non-exclusive rights been larger

and equal to the externality, ie bbpne = sne � se�, the equilibrium would have

been e¢ cient. To see this, substitute bbpne for bpne in equation (10). Once the
�rst non-exclusive contract is signed, however, the producer will not be able

to insist on such a high price in the bargaining with the remaining buyer.

Bernheim &Whinston (1998) show that the outcome would be e¢ cient in

case the producer could run a so-called menu auction. In a menu auction one

party is allowed to choose from a pool of simultaneously binding o¤ers. The

present analysis does not allow for any such strategic coordination, and it
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shows that the incentives for exclusive contracts may go beyond those derived

from a wish to maximize aggregate industry revenue, thereby aggravating the

competition concerns. Whether such coordination is feasible is an empirical

issue.12

3.4 Vertical Integration

In reality, many �rms in the commercial TV market are vertically integrated,

and it is thus important to study the incentives for a vertically integrated

�rm to allow a competitor to distribute its programs.13

Assume that there is one vertically integrated actor and one independent

distributor bargaining for the rights to televise the channel. It is well known

that standard Rubinstein-Ståhl bargaining implies immediate agreement on

an e¢ cient outcome and, in case of trade, an equal split of the surplus.

Thus the vertically integrated player will keep the channel exclusive if, and

only if, (se+ � sne) � (sne � se�) + (ane � ae). The result is immediate, but

somewhat surprising: There is less exclusive distribution if the producer is

vertically integrated with one of the distributors.

3.5 The Role of Quality

To examine the role of quality and competition, the condition for exclusive

distribution rights (condition 10) is simply rewritten in terms of the revenues

from the Hotelling model (expressions 1 - 5).

12The menu auction is also built on an arbitrary asymmetry: players on one side of the
market decide on prices for di¤erent contractual alternatives, while the other side decides
on contractual form. The present analysis assumes the di¤erent parties to alternate in
proposing both aspects of the contract. The di¤erent parties�incentives for exclusionary
provisions thereby become more transparent.
13See Chipty (2001) for an empirical study of vertical integration in the cable television

industry.
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Proposition 1 A TV-channel is distributed with exclusive rights, if the com-

petition for viewers is intense enough (ie t is small enough), if it is of su¢ -

ciently high quality (ie � large enough), and if the price of advertisements is

low enough (ie � is small enough).

The proof is relegated to Appendix A.2.

If the contractual form were instead to be determined by aggregate rev-

enue, as under vertical integration, there would be exclusive rights if se+ �

sne � (sne � se�)+(ane � ae), which reduces to �2=9t � � (1� �=3t) =2. Thus

the qualitative conclusion in the Proposition does not hinge on the possibility

of ine¢ cient (from the point of view of the �rms) contractual form. This is

convenient for explaining the intuition.

The role of quality can be understood by comparing the aggregate sub-

scription revenue of the two distributors under exclusion and non-exclusion.

The key to the result is that with the Hotelling model, aggregate subscrip-

tion revenues are independent of the common level of quality, but increas-

ing in quality di¤erences. To see this, recall that the equilibrium prices

are given by fd = t + (vd � vd0) =3, and the equilibrium quantities by qd =

1=2 + (vd � vd0) =6t.

With non-exclusive rights, the quality of the channel contributes to the

common level of quality of the two distributors, but not to any quality di¤er-

ences between them. As a result, aggregate revenues (ie 2sne) is independent

of the quality of the channel. Under exclusion, on the other hand, the quality

of the channel constitutes a quality di¤erence between the distributors and,

as a result, aggregate revenues under exclusion (ie se++ se�) is increasing in

�.

Since (se+ + se�) � (2sne) is increasing in quality, also (se+ � sne) �

(sne � se�) must increase with quality. That is to say, the distributors�will-
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ingness to pay for excluding a rival, ie se+� sne, must increase by more than

their willingness to pay for not being excluded, ie sne� se�, as the quality of

the channel is increased.

Also the producer�s advertising revenues play a role. When the channel

is of high quality, a distributor with exclusive rights attracts more viewers,

and the producer looses less advertising revenues.

3.6 Robustness

Proposition 1 is robust to a multitude of variations in the bargaining process.

Vertical integration, a menu auction (Bernheim & Whinston, 1998), and a

k-unit sealed-bid auction with a minimum bid with two buyers (Katz &

Shapiro, 1986), all predict e¢ ciency and thus, the same qualitative conclu-

sions as above. Moreover, Kamien & Tauman (1986) demonstrate that the

number of patent licenses granted by an independent innovator is falling in

quality, also in a context without preemption motives.14

Not only is the result robust to di¤erent bargaining procedures, it is also

robust to other models of downstream competition, such as linear Bertrand

or Cournot (see appendix B). Also in a model where there is no horizontal

di¤erentiation between distributors, but where viewers value quality di¤er-

ently, high quality tends to tilt the equilibrium in favor of exclusive contracts

(see appendix B).

14The patents licensing literature uses similar models. In Kamien & Tauman (1986), the
innovator acts as a monopolist, posting a price. The number of licenses is not restricted,
and preemption motives are absent. In Katz & Shapiro (1986), the seller runs a k-unit,
sealed-bid auction with a minimum bid, implying that the seller can unilaterally commit
to exclusive rights.
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4 Investment in Quality

In the �rst stage, the producer invests in the quality of the channel. The

investment cost is increasing in quality and given by C (�) =
�
c� + �2=2

�
.

The marginal cost of quality is MC (�) = c + �. (Even if the investment

decision is made in the �rst period, and the producer is committed to this

decision, the cost is assumed to be paid out as a continuous �ow.)15

By choosing quality, the producer in e¤ect also determines whether the

subsequent negotiations with the distributors will lead to exclusive or non-

exclusive distribution. Before determining the producer�s optimal quality and

preferred form of distribution, it is convenient to �rst compute the optimal

quality given exclusive distribution and given non-exclusive distribution.

Optimal quality given non-exclusive distribution Assume that it is

known that there will be non-exclusive distribution. There may for example

exist a regulation with this e¤ect. One may conjecture that the producer does

not have any incentives to invest in quality, since neither the distributors�

subscription revenues, 2sne, nor the producer�s advertising revenues, ane,

depend on quality. This is false, however. The price for non-exclusive rights

increases with quality, since quality a¤ects the bargaining positions (threat-

points) of the parties.

The producer�s total revenues are given by V neu (�) = ane+2bpne (�) wherebpne (�) = (sne � se� (�)) =2� (ane � ae (�)) =2. Hence, V neu (�) = ae (�)+sne�

se� (�), and the producer�s marginal value of quality is given by

MV neu (�) =
@ae

@�
� @s

e�

@�
� 0: (12)

15Also Armstrong and Weeds (2006) report preliminary results on the choice of pro-
gramme quality in pay-TV and advertising-funded TV.
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Figure 1: Optimal quality.

The marginal value captures the change in the bargaining threat-points.

Consider the negotiation with the second distributor. Prior to the agreement,

only the rival carries the channel. During this time the second distributor�s

subscription revenues, se�, are lower the higher is the quality. The producer�s

advertising revenues, ae, are higher the higher is the quality.

The optimal quality solves MV neu (�) = MC (�), as illustrated in Figure

1.Since the marginal value of quality is MV neu (�) = �
6t
+ 1

3
� �

9t
, optimal

quality is �ne = 9t
9t+1

�
�
6t
+ 1

3
� c
�
.

Optimal quality given exclusive distribution Assume that it is known

that there will be exclusive distribution.16 There may for example exist an

unusual regulation with this e¤ect. Then, the producer�s total equilibrium

16This analysis is related to Norbäck & Persson�s (2003, 2004) analysis of a seller�s
incentives to restructure some (indivisible) asset, before selling it to one of several �rms
involved in oligopolistic interaction.
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revenues are V eu (�) = a
e (�)+ bpe (�) and the price is bpe (�) = se+ (�)�se� (�).

Hence, V eu (�) = a
e (�) + se+ (�) � se� (�). The producer�s marginal value of

quality is

MV eu (�) =
@ae

@�
+
@se+

@�
� @s

e�

@�
� 0: (13)

Improved quality increases the producer�s equilibrium pro�ts for three rea-

sons. It increases the advertising revenues, ae, and the exclusive distributor�s

revenues, se+, which are fully captured by the producer as a result of the in-

tense bidding competition. It also increases the price bpe, by reducing the
distributors�threat-point, se�.

The optimal quality solves MV eu (�) =MC (�), as illustrated in Figure 1.

Since the marginal value of quality is MV eu (�) =
�
6t
+ 2

3
, optimal quality is

�e = �
6t
+ 2

3
� c.

The producer prefers a higher quality under exclusive distribution than

under non-exclusive distribution, ie �ne < �e. The reason is that the marginal

value of quality is higher under exclusive distribution, ieMV eu (�) > MV
ne
u (�)

for all �. This inequality follows immediately from comparing equations (12)

and (13).

To ensure that exclusive rights do not foreclose the competing distributor,

it is required that �e � 3t. This condition is for example satis�ed if the

marginal cost of quality is su¢ ciently high.

Optimal quality The optimal qualities are both decreasing in the cost

of quality. I will write �ne (c) and �e (c). In contrast, the threshold above

which exclusive distribution is the equilibrium outcome of the bargaining

game is independent of the cost of quality. The threshold is given by e� =
�t � �=4 +

q
t2 + 2�t+ (�=4)2 which lies in the interval (0; 3t) for strictly

positive �nite advertising prices �. Depending on the cost of quality, and
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assuming that e� < �ne (0), we have to distinguish between three di¤erent

cases (as described in Figure 2).

In intermediate cases the cost of quality is su¢ ciently high for �ne (c) � e�
and su¢ ciently low for e� � �e (c). The question is whether the producer

chooses �ne, thereby inducing non-exclusive distribution to be the outcome

of the negotiations, or �e, thereby inducing exclusive distribution. Figure

1 shows that the producer will always choose to invest �e and to induce

exclusive contracts, since [V eu (�
e)� C (�e)]� [V neu (�ne)� C (�ne)] is equal to

area A.

In case the cost of quality is low, even the optimal quality given non-

exclusive contracts induces exclusive contracts, ie e� < �ne (c). The optimal
quality is then �e.

In case the cost of quality is high, the optimal quality given exclusivity

does not su¢ ce to actually induce exclusivity, ie e� > �e (c). This case arises
whenever c > c1 where c1 is de�ned by �

e (c1) = e�. The producer must then
choose between increasing the quality to meet the threshold, ie e� > �e, or to
accept non-exclusive contracts, in which case the investment is reduced to
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�ne.

If the cost of quality is not too high above c1, it is pro�table for the

producer to over-invest in program quality to induce an exclusive equilib-

rium.This claim is easily proved by using Figure 3, which demonstrates that

the producer prefers e� under some circumstances, since [V eu (e�) � C(e�)] �
[V neu (�ne)� C (�ne)] is equal to area A � B, which may well be positive. In

particular, B < A if �e is su¢ ciently close to e�. This condition is ful�lled if
c is in the interval (c1; c2] where c2 > c1 is de�ned by [V eu (e�) � C(e�; c2)] �
[V neu (�ne (c2))� C (�ne (c2) ; c2)] = 0.

If c is su¢ ciently high, however, the producer invests �ne and induces

non-exclusive distribution. Also this result is easily proved by using Figure

3. As c is increased, MC (�) shifts up. Then area B is increased and area A

is reduced toward zero.

The relation between the equilibrium level of quality and the equilibrium
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Figure 4: Quality and distribution in equilibrium.

mode of distribution is summarized in �gure 4 as well as in the following

table

c � c1 ) �e (c) ) exclusive distribution,

c 2 (c1; c2] ) e� ) exclusive distribution,

c > c2 ) �ne (c) ) non-exclusive distribution.

It follows immediately that:

Proposition 2 A channel distributed exclusively is of higher quality than a

channel distributed non-exclusively.

The di¤erence in quality can be decomposed into two parts. First, exclu-

sive channels have a lower cost of providing quality. Channels with exclusive

distribution have c � c2, whereas channels with non-exclusive distribution

have c > c2. The reason is that a low cost implies a high quality, and that a

high quality tends to induce exclusive distribution (Proposition 1). Second,
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given the cost of quality, the producer chooses a higher quality when there

is exclusive distribution. In particular, �e (c) > �ne (c) for all c.

5 Banning Exclusive Distribution

If exclusive distribution is banned the producer invests �ne. Without such

a ban, �e or e� will be produced in those cases when a ban has an e¤ect. It
follows immediately that: A ban on exclusive contracts reduces (or does not

change) the quality of the channel.

High quality bene�ts the viewers subscribing to the winning distributor.

High quality also bene�ts the excluded viewers as a result of more competitive

prices. The positive e¤ects of higher quality may dominate the negative direct

e¤ects (see section 2) of exclusive distribution.

Proposition 3 A ban on exclusivity provisions may reduce the welfare of all

viewers.

The proof is relegated to Appendix A.3. For those viewers that will actually

be denied access to the channel under exclusive contracting, the trade-o¤ is

between (i) access to a channel of low quality, or (ii) bene�tting from the

low prices that the excluded distributor must o¤er to compensate for not

carrying a channel of high quality. The proposition shows that the second

alternative may be preferred.

It should be clear that this result merely points out the possibility that

a ban on exclusion may be counterproductive. It is easily seen that, under

other circumstances, such a ban may bene�t viewers.
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6 On the Role of Advertising

Advertising has two e¤ects. Advertising revenues tend to tilt the equilib-

rium towards non-exclusive contracts. Advertising revenues also reduce the

equilibrium price in case the channel is sold with non-exclusive rights. The

question is whether it would be in the producer�s interest to give up adver-

tising revenues to induce exclusive rights?

Consider the case when the equilibrium prescribes non-exclusive con-

tracts under advertising, and exclusive contracts otherwise. If the producer

were to allow advertising, its total revenues would be ane + 2bpne wherebpne = (sne � se�) =2 � (ane � ae) =2. Without advertising, the producer�s

total revenues would be bpe = (se+ � se�). It would indeed be pro�table to
give up advertising, if the advertising revenues (given exclusivity) are smaller

than the willingness to pay extra for exclusivity, ie ae < se+ � sne. Both the

advertising revenues and the willingness to pay for exclusivity are increas-

ing in both quality and competition. The net e¤ects of these background

variables are therefore unclear.

Using the more speci�c Hotelling model the condition is � < (�=3) (6t+ �)

= (3t+ �). Then, it follows immediately that: The producer gives up adver-

tising in order to induce exclusive contracts and preemptive bidding competi-

tion, if advertising revenues are small, the quality of the channel is high and

competition for viewers is lax.

The net e¤ect of quality is thus to remove advertising and promote ex-

clusive distribution. The dominating e¤ect is that distributors have a higher

willingness to pay for exclusivity the higher is quality. (The net e¤ect of

competition on the other hand is to favour advertising and non-exclusive

distribution.)

The producer�s incentive to give up advertising would be even stronger in
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case the viewers would consider the absence of advertisements as a quality.

7 Concluding Remarks

TV-programs distributed with exclusive rights are of higher quality than

programs distributed non-exclusively. The di¤erence in quality can be de-

composed into two parts. Exclusive channels tend to have a lower cost of

providing quality. The reason is that a low cost implies a high quality, and

that a high quality tends to induce exclusive distribution. But causality also

runs in the opposite direction. For any given cost of quality, the producer

chooses a higher quality when there is exclusive distribution than when there

is non-exclusive distribution.

Why high quality tends to induce exclusive rights The key to this

result is that the sum of the two distributors� subscription revenues is in-

dependent of (or insensitive to) the common level of quality of their o¤ers,

but increasing in quality di¤erences. With non-exclusive distribution the

quality of the channel contributes to the TV-distributors�common level of

quality. As a result, aggregate subscription revenues are independent of the

quality of the channel. With exclusive distribution, the quality of the chan-

nel constitutes a quality di¤erence between the distributors, and aggregate

subscription revenues increases with quality. As the quality of the channel

is increased, the distributors�willingness to pay for excluding the rival must

increase by more than their willingness to pay for not being excluded.

Also the producer�s advertising revenues play a role. When the channel is

of high quality, a distributor with exclusive rights attracts more viewers, and

the producer looses less advertising revenues by granting exclusive rights.
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The results are robust to several di¤erent models of competition for view-

ers, and several models of bargaining for distribution rights.

Why exclusive rights encourage quality This result can be understood

in terms of four di¤erent e¤ects.

First, there is a competition e¤ect. An exclusive distributor captures

a relatively large share of the consumers�willingness to pay for improved

quality. Distributors with non-exclusive rights, on the other hand, cannot

capture any of the value of quality. It is completely competed away to bene�t

the consumers.

Second, there is a bargaining e¤ect. An exclusive distributor must bid

intensely to obtain the rights. Therefore the exclusive distributor�s entire

extra income from the quality improvement is transferred to the producer.

In fact, the producer captures more, since higher quality also makes it more

important to block the competitor from obtaining the exclusive rights.

Higher quality improves the producer�s bargaining position also when

selling non-exclusive rights. But this e¤ect is dominated by the competition,

bargaining and advertising e¤ects under exclusive rights.

Third, there is an advertising e¤ect. When one of the distributors has

exclusive rights, some of the viewers will not be exposed to the ads. If

the producer increases the quality of the channel the exclusive distributor

will capture more viewers. The producer gains as advertising revenues are

proportional to the number of viewers.

Fourth, there is an over-investment e¤ect. Sometimes the producer must

over-invest in quality to induce exclusive distribution agreements (and intense

bidding competition) in the subsequent bargaining with the distributors.
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Policy implications The viewers are always better o¤ when a channel of

any given quality is sold with non-exclusive rights, since more viewers will

have access, but also because price competition is intensi�ed.

Since exclusive contracts encourage investments in quality, a regulatory

ban on exclusivity may nevertheless reduce welfare. In fact, all the viewers

may lose. Those who are denied access to the high-quality product under

exclusive contracting at least bene�t from the low prices o¤ered by a distrib-

utor with an important quality disadvantage. The alternative is access, but

then to a channel of low quality.

It should be clear that this result merely points out a possibility. Under

other circumstances, a ban may bene�t viewers.

It will require very detailed information to ascertain whether any partic-

ular exclusionary provision bene�ts the viewers or not. Therefore the overall

conclusion must be that regulatory policies should ideally invite the contract-

ing parties to present incentives for quality improvements as an e¢ ciency

defense for exclusionary provisions.

An e¢ ciency defense would raise several practical problems, however.

First, the role of an e¢ ciency defense is particularly important for programs

of high quality. But also the harm to competition might be expected to be

signi�cant when the quality of the exclusive channel is high.17 Presumptions

based on quality would therefore not work well.

Second, the producer�s incentives to invest may harm the distributors

and go beyond the socially optimal level. Competition policy is typically

construed for the bene�t of the ultimate consumers. Damage to the com-

petitors is ignored. It is less clear, however, how the interests of corporate

17It should be noted that at least EC competition law takes a more cautious view
of exclusionary provisions, the higher is the quality of the contents. See, for example,
European Commission (2005).
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customers should matter.

Third, taking the quality of the channel as given, as it is when enforce-

ment decision is made, exclusive distribution reduces competition and harms

consumers. But as the �rms are likely to foresee future enforcement decisions

when making their investments, antitrust authorities must commit to give

due credit to the investments in quality, even when they are sunk.

Future research It would be of great interest to collect more systematic

evidence on the positive association between quality and exclusivity. It is

also important to empirically assess the relative importance of the two ex-

planations, the (i) quality-leads-to-exclusive-distribution e¤ect and the (ii)

exclusive-distribution-leads-to-quality e¤ect. Only if the second e¤ect is im-

portant, is there a risk that a ban on exclusive distribution would be counter-

productive.

One of the key limitations of this paper is to only consider a single pro-

ducer of programs. Exclusive rights then takes the form of vertical di¤eren-

tiation between the distributors. The logical next step is to examine nego-

tiations between multiple producers of programs, when some programs may

be closer substitutes than other. One important issue is whether a single

distributor will be able to acquire multiple rights, again creating vertical

di¤erentiation, or whether rights will be allocated more evenly, creating hor-

izontal di¤erentiation.

With multiple producers, also producers will have an interest to reduce

competition by demanding exclusivity.

Another important issue for future research is to study eg sports clubs�

incentives for bundling and joint selling of TV rights to di¤erent events.

The leading example in this paper is the commercial TV industry, pri-
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marily since exclusive relations are readily observed from a distance. Much of

the formal analysis is probably applicable to other markets, including other

types of intellectual property rights, such as patents, developed by indepen-

dent innovators with the purpose of selling them to companies involved in

oligopolistic competition for end-customers. One potential contribution to

the literature on patent licensing and R&D incentives18 would be to demon-

strate that innovators may indirectly commit to exclusivity and preemptive

bidding competition by increasing the quality of their innovation.
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A Proofs

A.1 The Bargaining Game

Time is continuous but divided into short periods of length �. Bids and
replies are given at the beginning of every period, without taking any time.
In the remainder of the period (thus taking time �), the �rms earn the
revenue �ows corresponding to the situation at that time.
For expositional simplicity, all equations will be reported in the limit, as

�! 0. Section A.1.4 illustrates how the model is solved for � > 0.

A.1.1 Exclusive Rights Equilibrium

Assume that the equilibrium prescribes all parties to propose exclusive rights.
Consider a symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium where any buyer bids �e

given the opportunity to make an o¤er, and the producer asks for �e, selecting
either of the two buyers with equal probability.

Continuations payo¤s Let Vu denote the expected discounted value of
the producer following a rejection (ie in status quo), given that all �rms will
stick to their equilibrium strategies for the remainder of the negotiations. In
an exclusive equilibrium, this is given by

V eu = a
e +

1

3
�e +

2

3
�e: (14)

Note that also the V �s are expressed as �ows. The full expression for � > 0
can be found in equation (22). The �rst term re�ects that there will soon be
an agreement on an exclusive contract, and the two latter terms re�ect that
the price will be suggested by the producer with probability 1/3 and by one
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of the buyers with the remaining probability. Let Vd denote the expected
discounted value of a distributor. In an exclusive equilibrium:

V ed =
1

2
se+ � 1

3

1

2
�e � 1

3
�e +

1

2
se�: (15)

The �rst three terms re�ect the possibility that the distributor will soon buy
the exclusive rights, and the di¤erent possible prices that it will pay. The
last term re�ects the possibility that the rights are sold to the competitor.

The equilibrium price In equilibrium, buyers must bid �e such that

ae + �e = V eu ; (16)

to induce the producer to accept (receiving the value on the left-hand side of
the equation) rather than rejecting and instead coming to a deal in the next
period. In e¤ect, this condition requires that �e = �e (to see this, substitute
for V eu and rearrange).
Similarly the producer must ask for an �e such that

se+ � �e = V ed ; (17)

to induce the buyer to accept an o¤er. In e¤ect the two equilibrium conditions
jointly prescribe �e = �e = se+�se�, implying that the buyer will not prefer
to wait and let the other buyer acquire the exclusive rights.

Conditions for existence When proposing exclusive rights in equilib-
rium, the producer must ask for the price �e that makes the buyer indi¤er-
ent between accepting and rejecting the o¤er, ie �e = se+ � V ed . To make
a one-stage deviation and propose a non-exclusive contract, that would be
accepted, the producer must ask for �ne = sne � V ed .
Such a one-stage deviation is not pro�table if, and only if, ae+�e � ane+

�ne+bpne. Substituting for �e and �ne, the condition for the producer to stick
to the equilibrium and propose exclusive rights is se+�sne � (ane � ae�)+bpne.
A similar argument shows that the buyers will stick to the equilibrium

and propose an exclusive contract under the same condition.

A.1.2 Non-Exclusive Rights Equilibrium

Assume that the equilibrium prescribes all parties to propose exclusive rights.
Consider the game prior to the �rst agreement having been made, and

a symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium of this game. Any buyer o¤ers �ne
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given the opportunity to make an o¤er, and the producer demands �ne when
selected to bid, selecting each of the two buyers with equal probability.

Continuation payo¤s Let V ned (and V neu ) denote the expected discounted
value of a downstream (and the upstream) �rm in equilibrium following a
rejection. In an equilibrium with immediate agreement on non-exclusive
contracts, these values are given by

V neu = ane +
1

3
�ne +

2

3
�ne + pne; (18)

and

V ned = sne � 1
2

�
2

3
�ne +

1

3
�ne
�
� 1
2
pne: (19)

The equilibrium price In equilibrium, buyers must bid �ne such that

�ne + ane + bpne = V neu ; (20)

and the producer must ask for an �e such that

sne � �ne = V ned : (21)

In e¤ect the two equilibrium conditions jointly prescribe �ne = �ne = bpne,
implying that the buyer will not prefer to wait and let the other buyer sign
a contract �rst.

Conditions for existence When proposing non-exclusive rights in equi-
librium, the producer must ask for the price �ne that makes the buyer in-
di¤erent between accepting and rejecting the o¤er, ie �ne = sne � V ned . To
make a one-stage deviation and propose an exclusive contract, that would be
accepted, the producer must ask for �e = se+ � V ned .
Such a one-stage deviation is not pro�table if, and only if, ae + �e �

ane + �ne + bpne. Substituting for �e and �ne, the condition for the producer
to stick to the equilibrium and propose non-exclusive rights is se+ � sne �
(ane � ae�) + bpne.
A similar argument shows that the buyers will stick to the equilibrium

and propose a non-exclusive contract under the same condition.
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A.1.3 Bilateral E¢ ciency

Consider a symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium in which the producer
proposes exclusive contracts and the distributors propose non-exclusive con-
tracts. Let the value of a distributor following a rejection be V �d .
If the producer sticks to the equilibrium prescription and proposes exclu-

sive rights in equilibrium, it must ask for the price �e that makes the buyer
indi¤erent between accepting and rejecting the o¤er, ie �e = se+ � V �d . If
the producer deviates and proposes a non-exclusive contract, it must ask for
�ne = sne � V �d .
The producer prefers to stick to the equilibrium prescription if, and only

if, ae + �e � ane + �ne + bpne. Substituting for �e and �ne, the condition is
se+ � sne � (ane � ae�) + bpne.
A similar argument shows that the buyers stick to their equilibrium pre-

scription if, and only if se+ � sne � (ane � ae�) + bpne. Thus, such an equi-
librium does not exist, except in the non-generic case when se+ � sne =
(ane � ae�) + bpne.
A similar argument shows that there does not exist an equilibrium where

the producer proposes non-exclusive contracts and the distributors propose
exclusive contracts, except in the same non-generic case.

A.1.4 Solving the Model for � > 0

This section illustrates how the model is solved for � > 0, focusing on the
case when the producer is committed to exclusive contracts. Let r be the
continuous time interest rate. The expected discounted value of the pro-
ducer, following a rejection, in a Markov perfect equilibrium with immediate
agreement on exclusive contracts, is given by

�R
0

e�rtadt+
1R
�

e�rt
�
1

3
(ae + �e) +

2

3
(ae + �e)

�
dt

=

�
(1� �) a+ �

�
1

3
(ae + �e) +

2

3
(ae + �e)

��
=r:

where � = e�r�. In �ow terms,

V eu = (1� �) a+ �
�
1

3
(ae + �e) +

2

3
(ae + �e)

�
. (22)
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Similarly, the value for any of the distributors is given by

V ed = (1� �) s+ �
�
1

3

�
se+ � �e

�
+
1

3
se� +

1

3

1

2

�
se+ � �e

�
+
1

3

1

2
se�
�
: (23)

In equilibrium, it must be the case that buyers make a bid �e such that
ae+ �e = V eu , and the producer must ask for an �

e such that se+��e = V ed .
As an example, solving for �e yields

�e =
(3� 2�) [(2� �) se+ � �se�] + 2 (1� �) [� (a� ae)� (3� 2�) s]

6� 5� ;

with lim�!1 �
e = se+ � se�.

A.2 Proposition 1

The condition for exclusive contracts (10) is se+ � sne � (ane � ae�) + bpne.
Using the equilibrium price for non-exclusive distribution, reported in equa-
tion (8) to be bpne = (sne � se�) =2�(ane � ae) =2, the condition is se+�sne �
1
2
(sne � se�) + 1

2
(ane � ae). The left-hand side is equal to an distributor�s

willingness to pay for excluding its rival, and the right-hand side is equal to
the producer�s opportunity cost of providing exclusion.
Using the equilibrium revenue functions from the Hotelling model, re-

ported in equations (1)-(3), se+ � sne = � (6t+ �) =18t, and sne � se� =
� (6t� �) =18t. By (4)-(5), ane � ae = � (1� �=3t) =2. The condition for
exclusivity can be reduced to 2�=3 + �2=3t � � (1� �=3t) =2.

A.3 Proposition 3

A viewer located at x subscribing to distributor d receives surplus CSd (x) =
(2vd + vd0) =3� t� t jx� xdj in equilibrium. Absent a ban, a viewer subscrib-
ing to the distributor not gaining access to the channel receives CSe� (x) =
(3v + �e) =3�t�t jx� xdj and a viewer subscribing to the distributor gaining
access receives CSe+ (x) = (3v + 2�e) =3 � t � t jx� xdj. Under a ban the
surplus is CSne (x) = (3v + 3�ne) =3 � t � t jx� xdj. Note that CSe� (x) >
CSne (x) if �e > 3�ne (in which case also CSe+ (x) > CSne (x)). Moreover, if
c � �=6t+ 1=3, �ne � 0 and �e � 1=3 so that, indeed, �e > 3�ne.
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B OtherModels of DownstreamCompetition

Linear Bertrand Consider a market with linear (indirect) demand, given
by pi = vi � qi � qj where vi > 0 and  2 [0; 1], and where  = 0 implies
local monopoly and  = 1 implies perfect substitutes.
Under Bertrand competition, the equilibrium revenue is given by

si =
((1� ) (2vi + vj) + (2� )  (vi � vj))2

(1� 2) (4� 2)2
:

Thus,

sne = ((1� ) (2 + ) v)2 =�;
se� = ((1� ) (2v + v + �)� (2� ) �)2 =�;
se+ = ((1� ) (2v + v + 2�) + (2� ) �)2 =�;

where � = (1� 2) (4� 2)2. Thus,

sne � se� =
�
2v
�
2� 2 � 

�
� �

�
�=�;

se+ � sne =
�
2v
�
2�  � 2

�
+
�
2� 2

�
�
� �
2� 2

�
�=�:

It is straightforward to show that aggregate revenues is larger under exclusive
contracts than under non-exclusive contracts if�

(2 + )2 (1� )2 2v + (4 (1� 2) + 2 (1 + 2)) �
�
�

(1� 2) (4� 2)2
� (ane � ae)

which is satis�ed if, and only if, � is su¢ ciently large and  is su¢ ciently
close to 1.

Linear Cournot Under Cournot competition, the equilibrium revenues is
given by

si =
(2vi � vj)2

(2� )2 (2 + )2
.

Thus,

sne = (2� )2 v2=�
se+ = ((2� ) v + 2�)2 =�
se� = ((2� ) v � �)2 =�:
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where � = (2� )2 (2 + )2. Thus,

se+ � sne = ((2� ) v + �) 4�=�;
sne � se� = ((2� ) 2v � �) �=�

It is straightforward to show that aggregate revenues is larger under exclusive
contracts than under non-exclusive contracts if�

(2� )2 2v + (4 + 2) �
�
�

(2� )2 (2 + )2
� (ane � ae) :

Once more, high quality (high �) and intense competition (large ), tend to
tilt the equilibrium in favor of exclusive contracts.

Heterogenous preferences for quality Now, consider a market where
consumer surplus is given by CSi = �vi�pi, where � is uniformly distributed
on
�
0; �
�
. Then, with non-exclusive contracts, there is no product di¤erenti-

ation, implying sne = 0. If (say) distributor 1 has an exclusive contract, all
viewers with � � (p1 � p2) =� buy from distributor 1, and demand is given
by q1 = 1 � 1

�

p1�p2
�

and q2 = 1
�

p1�p2
�
. Equilibrium prices are p1 = 2

3
�� and

p2 =
1
3
��, and revenues se+ = 4

9
�� and se� = 1

9
��.
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